This survey of students who are about to graduate from a HCC Occupational/Technical Program is being conducted to develop insights about our Certificate, A.A.S. and A.S. graduates and their plans after graduation.

The findings will be used to determine student satisfaction with our programs and to develop basic information about student after-graduation plans.

(1) Today, I am about to receive a: ........................................... □ Certificate □ Degree □ Both

(2) From which HCC Program are you receiving a certificate/degree?

□ ABRP □ AEC □ AJ □ AVIT □ CENT □ ECE □ FIRE □ MARR- □ RAC
□ AERO □ AMIT □ CA □ COSM □ EIMT □ HSER □ VESL □ SMP
□ AVIT □ CA □ CARP □ DISL □ FT □ IED □ OESM □ WELD

(3) How many semesters did it take (at HCC and other colleges) to earn this certificate/degree? □ 1 □ 2 □ 3 □ 4 □ 5 □ 6 □ 7 or more

(4) Your sex/gender: ........... □ Female □ Male

(5) Your age: .................. __________________

(6) What is your ultimate academic goal?

□ I've reached it □ Master's (Graduate Degree)
□ Associate of Arts (2 year degree) □ Doctorate or Professional (Doctor, Lawyer)
□ Bachelor's (4 year degree)

(7) Are you certified/licensed in your field? ........... □ Not Applicable □ No □ Plan to be □ Yes

(8) What is your current (or near future) employment status?

□ Not employed
□ Employed PART TIME - in a field directly related to my HCC education
□ Employed PART TIME - in a field somewhat related to my HCC education
□ Employed PART TIME - in a field unrelated to my HCC education
□ Employed FULL TIME - in a field directly related to my HCC education
□ Employed FULL TIME - in a field somewhat related to my HCC education
□ Employed FULL TIME - in a field unrelated to my HCC education

IF YOU ARE EMPLOYED:

(9) Where are you employed? ___________________________________________________________

(10) What is your approximate Hourly Wage or Annual Salary? $ _____________________________

(11) OVERALL, how well has your HCC education prepared you for your occupation?

□ Very Poorly □ Poorly □ Fairly Well □ Well □ Extremely Well

MAHALO FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY!